2021 CHSAA State Speech and Debate Tournament Results

Congress

In the Semi-Final round of Congress...
Jade Moore, Pueblo County
Erin Casey, Central of Grand Junction
Shreeya Roy, Discovery Canyon
Deshna Jain Kishore, Discovery Canyon
Jesse Pearson, Pine Creek
Ben Pauka, Regis
Sofia Rivera, Regis
Josh Cann, Grandview
Chloe Domago, Loveland
Ramona Edwards, Loveland
Caleb Ratnathicam, Denver South
Andres Archuleta, Mullen
Taylor Witte, Mountain Vista
Carter Ottele, Denver School of the Arts
Katelyn Maughan, Eaglecrest
Samuel Rowland, Chatfield
(* Presiding Officer/s

In the Final round of Congress...
In 14th place, from Manitou Springs, Gideon Aigner.
In 13th place, from DSST Byers, Aviva Weiser.
In 12th place, from Holy Family, Emily Bell.
In 11th place, from Air Academy, Ella McCauley.
In 10th place, from George Washington, Josh Dupree.
In 9th place, from Rocky Mountain, Elliana Nickel.
In 8th place, from Rock Canyon, Carter McDonald.
In 7th place, from Canon City, Brooke Watley.
In 6th place, from Holy Family, Brinley Erbsland.
In 5th place, from Mullen, Anika Obrecht.
In 4th place, from Rock Canyon, Frankie Stroud.
In 3rd place, from DSST: Conservatory Green, Benjamin Taylor.
In 2nd place, from Eaglecrest, Aspen McCart.
In 1st place, from George Washington, Sophie Azam.

Dramatic Interpretation
In 11th place, from Palmer Ridge, Caroline Bushnell
In 10th place, from STRIVE Prep RISE, Bethel Boateng
In 9th place, from Kent Denver, Kasia Aguirre
In 8th place, from Denver East, Madi French
In 7th place, from Fossil Ridge, Olivia Wang
In 6th place, from Littleton, Bella Houck
In 5th place, from Pine Creek, Cole Freyler.
In 4th place, from George Washington, Sky Anderson.
In 3rd place, from Denver East, Wyatt, Grace C.
In 2nd place, from Fairview, Claire Lao.
In 1st place, from Cheyenne Mountain, Vivian Corry.

Duo Interpretation
In 12th place, from Delta, Mia Randria and Shayla Curtis
In 11th place, from Air Academy, Marcella Williamson and Garrett Sullivan
In 10th place, from Mullen, Josh Marsh and Madelyn Tran
In 9th place, from Littleton, KC Lynch and Grace Amine
In 8th place, from Fairview, Gabi Blecher and Jenny Zhang
In 7th place, from George Washington, Nalia Santiago and Miles Dwyer
In 6th place, from Widefield, Jason Ward and Teegan Schuler.
In 5th place, from George Washington, Charlie Welch and Ellery Adams.
In 4th place, from Denver East, Jordan, Lillian D and Eleanor Goldstein.
In 3rd place, from Denver School of the Arts, Marina Leo and Avi Levin.
In 2nd place, from Fairview, Gabrielle Shapiro and Julie Young.
In 1st place, from Cherry Creek, Andrew Jung and Anna Fischer.

Humorous Interpretation

In 12th place, from George Washington, Noa Kobrin-Brody.
In 11th place, from Cheyenne Mountain, Ashlynn Keller.
In 10th place, from Fairview, Daniel Lin.
In 9th place, from Cherry Creek, Aryan Roy.
In 8th place, from Cherry Creek, Huarui Lai.
In 7th place, from Holy Family, Jakob Lucko.
In 6th place, from Pine Creek, Naleya Carlisle.
In 5th place, from Cherry Creek, Sofia Westmore.
In 4th place, from Cherry Creek, Rohini Kompella.
In 3rd place, from George Washington, Jaeden Hemmingsen.
In 2nd place, from George Washington, Sammie Armatas
In 1st place, from Denver East, Karaz, Sophia C.

Informative Speaking

In 12th place, from Smoky Hill, Impa Bagur.
In 11th place, from George Washington, Finn Hilty.
In 10th place, from Peak to Peak, Alvina Zhang.
In 9th place, from Strive Prep SMART, Kyla Dominguez.
In 8th place, from Air Academy, Madeline Recker.
In 7th place, from Poudre, Olivia Christiansen.
In 6th place, from Mountain Vista, Mallory Kameros.
In 5th place, from STRIVE Prep RISE, Ariana Nungaray-Arias.
In 4th place, from Cherry Creek, Kira Isenhart.
In 3rd place, from Discovery Canyon, William Sellmayer.
In 2nd place, from George Washington, Gabri Notov.
In 1st place, from Cherry Creek, Aria Zhou.

International Extemporaneous Speaking

In 12th place, from Peak to Peak, Palpasha Karki
In 11th place, from Air Academy, Madeline Baldwin.
In 10th place, from Kent Denver, Joaquin Abarca.
In 9th place, from George Washington, Min Jae Kwak.
In 7th place, from Cherry Creek, Jonathan Varghese.
In 6th place, from Montrose, Zachary Vincent.
In 5th place, from Denver East, Gabriel Nagel.
In 4th place, from Cherry Creek, Shreyas Sriram.
In 3rd place, from George Washington, Maia Wang.
In 2nd place, from George Washington, Nathan Tamkin.
In 1st place, from Pine Creek, Caleb Chung.

Lincoln Douglas Debate

The Octafinalists in Lincoln Douglas Debate were...

From Cherry Creek, Sonya Zakarian.
From Fairview, Annabelle Katz.
From Pueblo County, Riya Singh.
From Colorado Academy, Clare Milligan.
From Mullen, Andrew Garcia.
From Fruita Monument, Gabriel Gallagher.
From Mountain Vista, Carson Brice.
From Rock Canyon, Allison Willner.

The Quarterfinalists in Lincoln Douglas Debate were...
From Pine Creek, Dana Ko.
From Cherry Creek, Sarah Bian.
From Discovery Canyon, Tiia Shea.
From Holy Family, Michael Dolph.

In 3rd place, from Regis, Kevin Reyes.
In 3rd place, from Denver East, Serena Barish.
In 2nd place, from Valor Christian, Lucy Sarkissian.
In 1st place, from George Washington, Katie Jack.

Original Oratory
In 12th place, from Air Academy, Amber Maluschka.
In 11th place, from Eaglecrest, Grace Baloun.
In 10th place, from Cherokee Trail, Jeremy Pogue.
In 9th place, from Palmer Ridge, Mackenzie Culver.
In 8th place, from Palmer Ridge, Grace Weitzel.
In 7th place, from Cherokee Trail, Snigdha Kumar.
In 6th place, from Doherty, Anika Barr.
In 5th place, from George Washington, Laine Ford.
In 4th place, from Denver East, Anderson, Jahan R.
In 3rd place, from Poudre, Ruth Karan.
In 2nd place, from Cherry Creek, Laurie Frederickson.
In 1st place, from George Washington, Quinn Canova.
Poetry Reading

In 12th place, from Thompson Valley, Cheyenne Moser.
In 11th place, from Strive Prep SMART, Jacobo Gracia.
In 10th place, from Gunnison, Aurora Kattnig.
In 9th place, from Palmer Ridge, Luxe Palmer.
In 8th place, from Mullen, Rachel Muhr
In 7th place, from George Washington, Aydia Caplan.
In 6th place, from Rocky Mountain, Olivia Rivera.
In 5th place, from Holy Family, Rachel Cincetti-Gallegos.
In 4th place, from Littleton, Elianajoy Volin
In 3rd place, from Rock Canyon, Jacob Aragon.
In 2nd place, from Cherry Creek, Talia Richard-Lande.
In 1st place, from Air Academy, Tayva Anderson.

Cross Examination Debate

The Quarterfinalists in Policy Debate were...
From George Washington, Ethan Schnur and Alex Tseng.
From Kent Denver, Ishan Tandon and Olivia Wendel.

In 3rd place, from Rocky Mountain, David Dean Tostes-Ribeiro McLaughlin and Elwood Sheflin.
In 3rd place, from George Washington, Claudia Freidrich and Ben Parent.
In 2nd place, from Kent Denver, Connor Capoot and Katja Matter.
In 1st place, from George Washington, Maria Cook and Caelen Hilty.
Program Oral Interpretation

In 12th place, from Kent Denver, Vivek Shah
In 11th place, from Liberty, Cierra Willison
In 10th place, from Montrose, Erica Kelley
In 9th place, from Cheyenne Mountain, Samantha Rudderow
In 8th place, from Poudre, Arwen Lyons
In 7th place, from Golden, Sydney Johnson
In 6th place, from Holy Family, Ruth Havey.
In 5th place, from Eaglecrest, Christa Ohlgren.
In 4th place, from George Washington, Annika Reeder-Holman.
In 3rd place, from Denver East, Khadem, Mina E.
In 2nd place, from Cherokee Trail, Abbygail Snogren.
In 1st place, from Mullen, Ethan Griffin.

Public Forum Debate

The Octafinalists in Public Forum Debate were...
From Denver East, Jaxson Sharpe and Harrison Getches.
From George Washington, Ry Sherman and Annika Abramson.
From Cheyenne Mountain, Adison Rowe and Edward Hayward.
From Peak to Peak, Aayam KC and Bryce Li.
From Loveland, Emma Baldwin and Aiden Hurst.
From Cherokee Trail, Sofia Johancen-Walt and Divya Ganuthula.
From Cherry Creek, Kyle Mathy and Maria Barun.
From DSST Byers, Caroline Colclasure and Nadia Michael.
The **Quarterfinalists** in Public Forum Debate were...

From **Peak to Peak**, Nivedita Prabhu and Bronwyn Busby.

From **Discovery Canyon High School**, Shalini Kudinoor and Dishita Sharma.

From **Fairview**, Kylie Berg and Annika Aumentado.

From **Fairview**, Haiyan Wang and April Tong.

In **3rd** place, from **Cherry Creek**, Andrew Lu and Carstenn Jones.

In **3rd** place, from **Cherry Creek**, Peyton Russell and Logan Christianson.

In **2nd** place, from **Central of Grand Junction**, Lucas Hahn and Jaden Rams.

In **1st** place, from **Fairview**, Stevie Chen and Wilson He.

**United States Extemporaneous Speaking**

In **12th** place, from **Air Academy**, Kylie Andrew.

In **11th** place, from **Castle View**, Elizabeth Riedel.

In **10th** place, from **Mullen**, Madigan Petri.

In **9th** place, from **Rock Canyon**, Krish Kumar.

In **8th** place, from **Air Academy**, Kianna Gray.

In **7th** place, from **Fairview**, Akshath Murali.

In **6th** place, from **Mountain View**, Braden Bomgaars.

In **5th** place, from **Castle View**, Leigh Walden.

In **4th** place, from **Peak to Peak**, Lauren Wagner.

In **3rd** place, from **George Washington**, Sam Blackburn.

In **2nd** place, from **Mullen**, Max Obrecht.

In **1st** place, from **Smoky Hill**, Peter Alisky.